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As the JNP Unit approaches an operational stage it is desirable to
take stock of the performsace level of the several numerical forecast
models presently available for its operations. The number and variety
of lsituations for which forecasts have been made are too few to permit
mny definite Co~clusions; however, certain statiatical summaries of
the material that is available appear to be desirable and, for some pur-
poses, adequate. Direct comparisons of different methods in identical
situations are undertaken wherever posibtle.

2Oniarisoia with 8ubjective Forecasts

One comparison which was made was between 24 -hour thermotropic
foreeas* of the 500 mb level and subjectively prepared 24-hour fore¢o'
casts for the same pressure surface. The thermotropic charts were
taken from a series of 60 24-hour forecasts made at G.R.D. at 12 hour-
ly intervals through Jaary 1953. 2he subjectively prepared charts
which were used had been prepared on a routine basis on acetate work
sheets but were not ordinarily made into a peIrmanent record. It is

. thought that they were carefully prepared by skilled meteorologists.
-The 16 cases used in this comparison ,were all that were available.
They were separated by time intervals of at least 24 hours,

This 0oinparison was made on the basis of 24 -hour changes of, pres-
sure gradient measured between, two grid units '(total distance about 50
of latitude). The computed and the subjectively forecast changes were
each correlatedwith the observed changes of gradient. The eastswest
and the north-south components were grouped togsther so that 32 pairs
of numbers were available for each point. Gradients were compared at
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30 points distributed uniformly approximtely between 75oW and 1Oow

and 39°N and 530 N. The correlations between conmputed and observed changes
of gradient were plotted and the geographical 4stribution of the oorre-
coefficient ais shown on Fig. 1.

· - The subjectively forecast gradient changes showed the higher cor-
relation at 3 points on the- edget of the area considered; elsehere, the
numerically eomputed gradient changes, showed the higher correlations,
the geogrlhical distrition of the diference is shown in Fig. 2. Both
forecast methods showed the higher ski31l in the east of the area and
lesser skill in the west, The average of the correlation coefficaients
were .70 for the numerical and .56 for the subjective.

A valid eriticism of this comparison is that probably the initial
charts used for the numerical forecasts were more carefully anmalyzed
than were the initial charts used by the subjective forecasters. There
does not aear to be any information whic .could be used to .;ssess
quantitatively he ortance of this difference of quality of iritial
maps. This objection is partially Met by restricting the comparison to

a region w4rre the observations specify the analysis to within relative-
i/ly small ,imits, but it still be important in certain rare cases.

C orrelation coeficients may be thought of ae measuring the phase

difference Of the quantitis beig considered. Another item of inter,

; 0eat isi the relatir magri~tu"e of te quntities be oopr4 Theest... is the re .. 
\,ilIEh1w 
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measure of relative magitue uS here bas been th' standard eva- -
-:":ions of the 24-hour eanei. "ato of the standard deviation bf

' - the numerically forecast gradient to that of the observed
;· " gradient abaesas determined for each point; The average of these;N',: 
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30 ratios was 1.17 showing that for these 16 cases te amplitude of the

computed forecast gradients tended to be 'slightly above that of the ob-

serve gradiecteS. This tendency toward slight intensification seems to
have been preSent, on the average, for results from all of thq numerical

forecat, models examined up to this, t ime.

Comparson between 3-level nd Thermooc Models

Through the cooperation of GI.R.D, ad I.A.S there were seven cases
available in which 24-hour forecasts have been made with both mdels for

the same 24-hour interval and for approximately the same area. These

eases were all wintertime situation6 and almost all involved development

of a low pressure systeim. For the area common to both forecasts, corre-

lation coefficients between forecast and observed 24-hour height chages

were computed for each level of each forecast. Utsually between 80 and
100 grid points could be used in these correlations. The results are

given in table 1.

T-.ble 1. Correlations between predicted and 1bserved height
chages for the same time interval and for a common azea,

:time model : time model thermotropic* level 900 700 400 850 500 200 1009~~~~~~~~~~~~~00
!50OZ 24/1/50 .37 .73 .61 .62 .91 .25 .00 .1403ooz; z31/155 .54 .00 123 .1' .750300Z 15/1/53 .71 .62 ..42 .80 77O300Z 24/1/53 .76 869 . 480 .;7960300Z 2V/A153 .78~ 6 8 .6 .86 .96.o150Z 5/11/53 .49 .83 .88 .61 .75 :74 .55 ~ .571500Z 13/3/54 .75 .89 .84 .78 .82 .61 .83 .89
meanr' ..64 .67 .67 .58 .071

"These results do not indicate any significant difference in-skill
;et*een the models. it may be remarked in this connection that subjec-

-; :. "tire evluaios of the forecast height changes ad of the rognostic
; -charts alsfailed to disclose any consistent superiority of oe moel .

over the other for this set of cases.
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The significance of these results for the purpose of direct copari-
son is somewhat uncertain for several reasons in addition to the fact that
the number of ease$ was small. Among the important differences in addition
to the forecast model are the unequal size of the forecas areas, quite
different boundary condition, and some differences in initial conditions
due to the circumstance that the modelt use different pressure levels. 
The differences ii boundary conditions assumed or the adverse effects of
either type of boundary conditions on 'forecast &s of the size treated
may alone be sufficient to obscure any real dfference in the performane

of the models.

It does appear po be safe to conelude that the difference between
the models is small compared to the error Pade with either model.

It is important not to take these correlation coefficients out of
context. Because of the highly selected nature of the cases considered

the coefficients are of value only for purposes of this comparison.

An example of the selective nature of the cases is that several of the

cases were chosemon the basis that one or the Other model had perform-
ed relatively poorly on them.

General Xevel of Forecast Quality
Various statistical summarit of the series of 60 othermotropic

forecasts are beg pared at G.R.D These may be expected to give
a fairly reliable indication of the general level of performance of
the thermotropic model during winter months. The correlation coeffi-
cients between 24-hour forecast and observed changes have been given
as about .75 for the 500 mb surface and approximately .65 for the 1000

mb surface. (1) This was for a rectangular area on a Lambert Confor-
!I mal chart bounded approximately by the corner points 29.5N 72W, 55.5N

5w, 55.5N 1321W and 29.5N 118W. Three rows sand columns exter4or to P



this area bad been dropped. Some aspects of the errors appear to have
been systematic, suggesting that, if necessary, certain empirical cor-
rections could be made. 

No comparable comprehensive studay of the performance of the 3*level
model has as yet been andertaken. However, an attempt has been made to
summarize statistically a1 of thq 3-level forecasts available. Four-
,been forecasts using the 900-700-400 levels and eight forecasts using the
850-500-200 levels have been collected mainly through the cooperation of
I.A.S. These forecasts were not all for the same geographical area but
they all overlap to some extent. Forecast height phanges and observed
height changes were deermined for as many as possible of a set of 100
grid points in fixed geographical locations. These points were spaced
300 km %art each way in rows parallel to the 85th meridian with the
southwest corner of the grid at approximately 97W 30.3N. 

Correlation coefficients were computed for each level for each fore-
cast and are listed in table II.

Table II. Correlations between predicted and observed heightchanges for that part of the forecast which fell on a fixed"verification" grid. 

Hour 4ate model 90°0 700 400 850 500 200
level

1500Z 23/11/ 50 , .66 .7 -8
030oZ 24/11/50 .47 .87 .82 .71 .88 .67.1500Z 24/11/50 .37 773 .61 .62 .91 .,5o0300Z 2 5/11/50 .62 .75 ,50030oZ 24/11/52 o91o
150oZ 24/11/52 ..83 , 86 ." ~ .
030oZ 25/11/52 .78 ' .83
1500Z 26/11/52 .57 .95 . 96
030oZ .78 .io3I .17
0300Z 15 /1/53 .42 . 61 .
0300Z 24/1/53 .76 .79 .88
0300Z 27/1/53 .84 .79 .82
1500Z 14/4/53 -.70 .81 ,72
0o3o0oz 15/4/53 .22 87 .76
1500Z 51ll//3 .42 .83 .08 .58 .86 .77030OZ 5~0386 

70300Z /13/53/ .22 .67 .56~~1500z 13/3/54 .75 .89 .84 .78 .82 .61
~~~~~~~mean r .66 .~74 .72 .63. .81 .60
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These do not appear to differ significantly from the level of re- 

sults obtained at G.R.D. with the aid of the thermotropic model. t
should afgain be stressed that these figures are for a highly selec

group of cases, a number of which involve "explosive:" development. An

additional reason for not regarding these co #icients as an absolute

measure of skill i that the effects of removing "ktnown" systematic

errors have not been investigated. Prpbs the chief value of these
coeffticients is in cowaring the accuracy of the prognostic charts at

the valous levels within one forecast model.'

Variation of Performance Level witl Oograpby 

it was noted above that forecasts of gradient changes at the 500 
: : .w . :~.mb level using both the thermotropic model at subjective methods were

better in the southeast and less accurate in the west and north of the

forecast area. Likewise the correlations of observed 24-hour height

cae.of the :0mb leel with those predicted by te her trop 
mdmel were higlest in the southeast' with a secoary maximum the .

saouthwest and were lowest i the northwst.and through the centra

plains A. well-. efid center of w correlation values in the cen-; $ : ; ~~~~~~~~- . i .. .- :
tral plains (Yau s and Oklaho) was allo evident for the 1000 Wb

forecast made using the thermotropic model. Xt appears to be quite 

certain that this center of low skilln"sults from a physical effect

of' the bcky Mountains on the' flow or to some extent resut4rom

the determinztions of the height of the 000 mb surface where Feg-

sure' at the earths surface is less, than 1000 ob.
COrrelation dcoeffiients an constants of linear regression have

been computed for the 14 available cases for 25 grid point istribu-

ted over the verification area for each lIrel of the 900-70040 oe- f
,.;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ta go ; .ore 
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casts. These coefficients which suggest a level and distribution of per-
formance very Similar to that exhibited by the thermotropic model are
plotted in their appropriate positiont in Fig. 3

The verification area does not extend far enough to the west to in-
dicate whether a secoQdar mximum perfor ce arep such as that exhib-
ited by the thermotropic mode l.would be found over the southwest. The

correlation coefftieiaent o appear to suggest that an area o sow skill
in the lower levels is to be found somewhat to the east of the great
plains' center of low skill exhibited ry the theLmotropic model.

Sytemt,,.ic Neigh t Errors

AlthouW - temtic errors were not the subject of this 0tuay, it
was eonvenient to look at one aspect of seuh errors as a by-prdust of
the correlatio staistics '

0 Subjective e:aminati±n of forecasts'repared with the aid of the
' 3-level model has occasionally. suggested that false anticyclogeesis 
my .occur espeecialy to the southwest of the low- center. One method
o- -Investitting this is to examine the constanz "at of the linear.
re.ression equation

7-~~~~~~~~~"

obs fc T.S,.

' These constants are plotted in apprprut geographical positions in'
.: h -:ig 3' e number of cases going into.the determination" o a con-

'i: staet varies from 14 near the center or the-veriftcatiom area to ap-
proxmately 8 on the boundaries.

Although much irregularity due to the small and variable . .
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is evident, the constaht'a," dqes appear to vary at each level from -50'

or -100' in the south-central portion oi the grid to 50' to 200' on the

V~ ~ ~ ~ ~ eta por on the t

north, east an:;Vestern b'budaries of the verification rea ta re-.

suit supports the generai, form of the expecte& systematic errors of pres-
5

sure, but suggests an a:rangement Of average height error which differs

somewhat from tbe prevSlent subjective impression:

(1) G.R.D. Report August 195,.

(-1) G.R.D. Report August l95~.
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